In this research we have proposed a new compression algorithm that used locational compression technique based on Freeman chain code. The technique consists of two parts, the first part is compression algorithm which starts by obtaining the chain code for particular color value then saving location of start point for chain code, color value and chain code in compressed file, the next step is to remove all color values that related to chain code from input image and shrink the input image, the algorithm repeats the previous procedures until there will be no color values with significant chain code. The second part is to construct the original image by using start point, color value and chain code.
There are two types to define the neighborhood of a given image pixel in digital image processing: 4-and 8connectivity, as depicted in Fig.(1) . The 4-connectivity allows only vertical and horizontal movements between adjacent pixels, whereas the 8-connectivity also uses diagonal connections, the example as depicted in Fig.(2) . [9] Figure (2) Freeman chain code (Clockwisestart from zero) A. Chain code 4-connectivity = 01003030303232322121210121, B. Chain code 8-connectivity = 757701133345 In proposed method we used chain code 8-connectivity to encode color values of the image by select a specific color value that represents a seed and then check the neighboring pixels and later moving to the adjacent pixel which represents a new seed and so on.
II. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is lossless image compression, mainly based on the location and the color value by using Freeman chain code 8-directional, the benefit of using Freeman chain code 8-directional as depicted in Fig. (3) to encode color values irregular distribution.
Figure (3) Freeman chain code 8-directional window

The proposed system consists of two parts, as follows:
In first part the frequencies of color values are found then selecting the color value (x1) with the highest frequency and to find chain code for selected color value (x1) in case of satisfying the threshold length condition then replace the locations of color value (x1) according to chain code with special value that is considered as indicator and save location of start point of chain code, color value and chain code in compressed file, then we search another chain code that belongs to same color value (x1) when we complete from find all chain codes that belong to same color value (x1) then we select another color value (x2) and apply previous procedures and so on .
Figure (1) A. chain code 4-connectivity B. chain code 8-connectivity
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In the next step we will remove special values and shrink input image by shifting the color values, the aim of this procedure is to increase probability of obtaining new chain codes for color values were spaced, these previous steps represent (Level) as depicted in Fig.(4) (encoding part). Another level is handled and achieved in the same previous steps and stopping when the shrinking image has not any chain code satisfying the threshold length condition, Fig. (5) explains proposed system. In the second part the process will be inverse compared to the process of compression, the first step is to start with values remaining in the last level (level n) of the compression process and the second step based on the start points, color values and chain codes where the image will grow when you return the color values that associated with a specific level down to (level 1) then we get the original image.
. Fig.(6.B) . It is worth mentioning in proposed system chain code method works in a clockwise direction starting from the zero value, then we add a condition based on the previous encoding for chain code regardless of traditional direction chain code as depicted in Fig.(6.B) , in case of the condition is false then the search based on traditional chain code (clockwise) as depicted in Fig.(6. A) The goal of adding this condition is to get a chain code having frequent symbols to enable it to compress using compression method that based on repetitive sequence encoding to increase compression ratio. Figure (6 
Figure (4) Block diagram proposed system for encoding part
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EXPERIMANTALS RESUTLTS
Experiments are performed on 6 color images with 256 colors (8 bpp) as given in Fig.(7) to verify the proposed system:
After proposed system is applied on the images above with size of 256*256 and 512*512 we get the following results as depicted in Table (1) and Table ( 2) respectively. Each symbol in chain code we get it offer 5 bits because each symbol in chain code needs 3 bits (values 0 to 7) to represent it. 
We compute compression ratio as following: Compression ratio = ((T * 5 / 8) -(N * 3 + L) * 100) / (H * W)
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we have proposed an efficient lossless image compression based on location by using Freeman chain code representation, based on the experimental results, we note the following points: 1. Compression ratio is influenced by length of threshold in addition to compress chain code vector. Therefore to get the best compression ratio, we make proposed system adaptive in terms of (the length of the threshold, compress chain code vector). 2. Compression ratio increases when size of image is increasing. 3. The time required for image compression is influenced by size of image and distribution of color values in the image. 4. The time required for decompressed images (in Fig.(7) ) does not exceed one second it is just process of returning of color values to their original positions in the image depending on chain code that consider as indicator .
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